As Web technology spreads, the number, variety and sophistication of Web-based information services is literally exploding. While some e ort has been put into managing a single, centrally controlled Web site, current Web technologies o er little help for managing Web-based applications in-the-large. This is partly due to the distributed, heterogeneous and open nature of such applications. This paper proposes a generic framework for managing Web-based applications, which addresses both semantic and managerial issues. Semantic issues are addressed through the inclusion of a domain model component in the framework which describes the kinds of information that are available. Management issues are treated through a framework which includes formally-de ned notions for an information model, information base consistency, transactions and concurrency control. Thus, the proposed management system provides a semantically robust environment for Web-based information services while allowing for Web source independence.
Introduction
The number, variety and sophistication of Web-based information services is literally exploding, as Web technology is increasingly adopted 20]. This technology is founded on generic facilities for exchanging and accessing data available in distributed computing environments without any central control over the use of tools and terminology. Whereas some e ort has been put into managing a single, centrally controlled Web site, current Web technologies have little to o er in terms of concepts, mechanisms, or facilities for managing Web-based applications in-the-large. In particular, those technologies in use o er little to support the integration of the data being interchanged, either for classi cation or for retrieval purposes. Nor have the technologies dealt with management issues by ensuring that Web-based applications function reliably and e ciently over long periods, much like database applications, despite the autonomous nature of the Web resources.
Consider, for example, the delivery of information about employees within an organization through the integration of several independent Web-based information sources, from the departments of human resources, accounts payable and the like. Use of such information presupposes that there is an understanding of what a salary amount means in each information source, e.g. amount to be paid by the employer according to an employment contract? ... actual amount paid?... for the current scal year, or the previous one? ... Without such an understanding, use of the information can lead to misunderstandings, errors and failures. Moreover, each of the departments may change its information sources, both at the level of data (e.g. the salary amount) and metadata (e.g. the interpretation of the salary attribute), at any time, without consulting or informing other information resource managers.
Address: Department Not surprisingly, researchers and practitioners alike are coming to realize that any generic technology for managing Web-based information services has to tackle head-on the problem of semantics (see, for example, the idea of subject-based search engines in 21]). For our research, as with that of many others, semantic issues are addressed through the use of a domain model (or, global conceptual schema), which represents and organizes information about the application and describes the contents of each Web site relative to this domain model. For example, for the employees information services alluded to earlier, the domain model describes employees, projects, tasks, departments, compensations (including salaries) and other relevant information. Each information source is related to this domain model as to the information it contains and its local representation. The idea of using a domain model to capture the semantics of information sources is well known and well accepted. The new challenge that arises for Web-based applications is to o er facilities so that this domain model is built bottom up through analysis of relevant information sources, and to allow for its continuous evolution as new information sources become available and relevant to the information service being delivered.
In a nutshell, a Web-based application management system allows a user to access independent Web resources indirectly, through a semantic layer, whose role is to integrate several information resources about the same or similar domains. This domain model can be conveniently queried whilst avoiding the major pitfalls of Web resources, including unavailability (either temporary or permanent) as well as frequently and autonomously modi ed resources. Such a system can be interfaced by either using a Web-based tool, for example, dynamically generated HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) les, or by an add-on application that simulates existing tools in the organization, such as a database-like user interface. To accommodate this mission, a Web-based application management system should provide semantic support for heterogeneous Web resources as well as e cient change propagation from Web resources to the semantic layer. Moreover, unlike a database management system, a Web-based application management system is restricted in its control over the managed Web resources and therefore should react to changes as soon as they become visible, without having the \luxury" of applying retractions to the independent Web resources. In this sense, a Web-based application management system is considerably more complex than a DBMS, as it needs to maintain consistency of a domain model without having any guarantees regarding the consistency of the Web resources themselves.
The Web-based application management system proposed in this work aims at providing semantic support for Web-based information services through the combined use of strong abstraction mechanisms and active database technology. The former provides the required semantic infrastructure for integrating heterogeneous, yet related, Web resources, while the latter allows for a semi-automatic maintenance of the domain model, once constructed. Database technology in general, and active database technology in particular is founded on a well-de ned set of concepts, including those of a data model, query processing, database integrity, transactions and concurrency control which together o er highly optimized, robust and reliable management services for database systems. Contrast this state of a airs with current Web technologies, which so far have little to o er in terms of concepts, mechanisms or facilities for managing Web-based applications. Of course, there are good reasons why such management is di cult, including the distributed, heterogeneous (in computing platform, data format, and data semantics), autonomous, and open nature of such applications. The proposed Web-based application management system aims at tackling these di culties while providing a semantically robust environment for Web-based information services on the one hand and Web sources independence on the other.
The main contribution of the paper is the proposed generic framework for Web-based applications which addresses both semantic and managerial issues. Semantic coherency is obtained through the inclusion of a domain model component in the framework which describes the kinds of information that are available. Management issues are treated through a formal framework that de nes precisely the di erent components of Web-based applications, o ers tools for performing basic operations to a domain model, and establishes the properties of the framework through theoretical analysis.
As a concrete case study we consider the design of a semantic layer on top of intranet applications. Web resources made available through intranets have more structure in their design than public Web pages since they share common subject matters. Therefore, one can exploit this added structure in creating domain models. In this paper we discuss an architecture for a speci c domain, involving a university Web site. We examine the public Web information that a university provides, and design an information base that o ers a reorganization of that information on a semantic basis. The collection of Web sites in a university resembles a corporate intranet both in scale and in the level of heterogeneity from one department to another. Hence, results found in applying our system to university Web sites also apply to other domains, such as corporate intranets.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The information model is described in section 2, followed by an account of the consistency maintenance mechanism in section 3. Concurrency control methods, which ensure the correctness of the domain model with respect to the underlying Web site, are presented and discussed in section 4. Section 5 surveys the literature and compares it with the proposed management system. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the contributions of the paper and o ers directions for future work.
The Information model
This section presents an information model for de ning the subject matter for a set of related Web artifacts. The de nitions are included in an information base which contains the domain model alluded to earlier.
All modi cations to the Web artifacts are propagated (either automatically or semi-automatically) to the information base in a transparent fashion. As demonstrated in this paper, the information base is consistent with the underlying set of Web artifacts, while at the same time it can prevent problems common to all Web environments, such as broken links and inaccessible Web resources. These problems are solved at the semantic level, without enforcing any restrictions on the independent Web information resources. We start with an overview of various Web information resources in Section 2.1. Web artifacts and domain concepts are presented in Section 2.2, followed by a de nition of the information base (Section 2.3). To illustrate the use of the information base, Section 2.4 provides two query examples.
Background: Web information resources
It is evident that the Web has become a leading tool in designing applications. According to a study prepared by ActivMedia Inc., a market research rm, spending on Web site technology and services will reach about $3.6 billion in 1999 and will ascend to $24 billion by 2002 (ComputerWorld, July 1998). Also, the companies that will spend the most on Web development are those that put legacy data on-line. This legacy data is one of the major resources of information services.
The main Web resource consists of HTML les. According to a survey prepared by Strategic Focus Inc. HTML is, and will probably continue to be for years to come, the language of choice for European Web-based applications (ComputerWorld, June 1998). Even in the U.S., where Java-based Web applications (including Java RMI-Remote Method Invocation) are predicted to increase 138% until the turn of the century, their share of the total Web applications will only reach 34.8%. Observing the e orts put into HTML tools by the manufacturers of the two leading Web browsers (Netscape and Microsoft), as well as many other vendors, further support this claim. Also, the ever-growing software crisis results in far less Java-pro cient employees than HTML/CGI-pro cient employees. Therefore, a typical scenario of a Web application consists of a backbone of HTML les, assisted by other Web resources, including Java applets, embedded CGI scripts (with DOM-Document Object Model-8] as a standard way to interact with documents, including naming elements and associating event handlers with elements), stream media, 3D graphics, and clickable maps.
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 37] is a simpli ed subset of SGML that serves as an open-ended extension to HTML. Based on the recently nalized XML proposed speci cation, it seems that while HTML will continue to be the standard for presentation and document publishing, XML will become the preferred standard for displaying database-driven data on a Web page. 1 However, the status of XML depends largely on its broad acceptance by Web programmers. Its bene ts to Web surfers is not apparent since \ i]t won't show up on the Web] pages, so what have you gained?" according to John Berry, a Webmaster at Broadcast Electronics, Inc., a radio transmitter and receiver manufacturer (ComputerWorld, July 20, 1998) . Therefore, similarly to program documentation, XML should be enforced by organizational standards to have impact on intranet development. Once enforced, a Web-based application management system can use the added metadata to a ord the end-user a better semantic model. It is worth noting that the bene ts of XML do not relieve the semantic heterogeneity problem. Rather, the additional capability of de ning new metadata elements may add to it. For example, if one Web master uses the tag \price" while another uses \product price" or \cost" for the same information element, XML-based data exchanges grind to a halt. Nevertheless, it allows developers a mechanism for negotiating new ontologies by exchanging XML de nitions as a standard (yet syntactic) mechanism. It is worth noting that the introduction of XML induced interest in the Web community in the development of standards for metadata representation, e.g., Resource Description Framework (RDF) 32] and Meta Content Framework (MCF) 23], which provide metadata tagging to documents.
For backwards compatibility purposes, the main Web protocol (HTTP-Hypertext Transfer Protocol) was enhanced with existing Internet protocols, e.g. FTP. FTP (File Transfer Protocol) provides an archive of les, organized into a directory hierarchy. The organization of the les strongly corresponds to the FTP machine's disc directory and therefore provides little semantics that can be utilized in extracting a domain model.
Web artifacts and domain concepts
The information base for Web applications consists of two types of information, namely Web artifacts and domain concepts. The Web artifacts are purely syntactic entities like those found in HTML or XML les, and HTTP or FTP requests. Web artifacts contain unstructured, hyperlinked information about the application. The domain concepts relate to the semantic content provided by the application, and serve as the semantic skeleton of the domain. The combination of domain concepts and Web artifacts allow a user to navigate through the information contained in Web sites while using a rm structured domain model. The user navigates from concept to concept with the ability to browse associated Web resources upon request. Section 2.1 described the Web main resources, including HTML and XML les (including RDF and MCF schemata represented using XML tagging), Java applets, and stream media. HTML/XML les di er from Java applets and stream media. While Java applets and stream media feed a local application with preprocessed input and therefore are considered to be a black box on the client's end, 2 HTML/XML les are semi-structured data les, whose content can be analyzed and utilized by the client. In what follows we shall refer to Web artifacts whose content can be analyzed as documents. Graphics provide an alternative approach towards data representation and is easily embedded within this framework. However, its characteristics (e.g. captured objects and colors) are more di cult to extract than HTML characteristics, and therefore we restrict the treatment of graphics les in this work. The embodiment of tools to analyze graphic les (e.g. 29]) would enable some further re nement of these Web artifacts. In particular, clickable maps that are a combination of graphics and CGI scripts can be analyzed further by using the form list elds. XML les enhance the capabilities of Web-based application management systems, since the pre-de ned tags serve as an extension to the application ontology and become useful in grouping parts of XML les within a single semantic concept.
Hyperlinks containing FTP requests are treated similarly to those containing HTTP requests. However, due to the di culty in extracting meaning by analyzing FTP sites, such analysis is reduced to a minimum. Domain concepts are initially generated by examining the hyperlink graph topology and content of each Web site. Each Web artifact in a site initially generates a corresponding domain concept. The HTML/XML title of a Web document (or the le name for other Web artifacts) is utilized in generating the name of its corresponding concept.
A domain concept is associated with other concepts by using domain attributes. The hyperlinks in a document generate the attributes of the concept, which are labeled links to other concepts. For example, the concept \University of Toronto" is associated with the concept \UofT Admissions" through the former concept's attribute admissions. A domain concept also has one or more associated Web artifacts, which are bound to the concept object by an attribute WebArtifacts. Domain concepts are de ned and re ned into a domain model using the conceptual modeling language Telos 27] . The model supports multi-valued attributes, multiple classi cation (i.e. an object can be an instance of multiple classes) and multiple specialization (i.e. a class can be a specialization of several other classes). Moreover, attributes are objects too, classi ed under attribute classes, and there is strong support for multiple levels of metaclasses. The model is available in several implementations, including ConceptBase 16] .
The presence of metadata tagging as in XML and RDF becomes handy in describing domain concepts. However, di erent Web masters may manage the information in their respective Web sites quite di erently. Even within the domain of a single organization (such as public information about a university, or private/semi-private information in a corporate intranet), the di erent Web sites may be developed and maintained independently. Thus, integrating multiple Web sites into a single application with common domain model is a challenge. This problem will most likely become even more acute as more and more XML les replace HTML les. With XML les, the concepts that are available through the additional tagging should be scrutinized to ensure semantic compatibility across Web sites. Therefore, the designer of the application is responsible for integrating the information on the Web into a common domain model. To alleviate this problem, we have developed a methodology and a prototype system called MIRROR that facilitates the creation of the domain model and its subsequent population. MIRROR (Metamodel Integration for Re ective, Reactive, Observational Repositories) 18] is an extension of a Java-based implementation of Telos. This repository (called \jTelos") allows Telos objects (metaclasses, simple classes, and tokens) to be created and stored, modi ed, and destroyed by using Java routines. MIRROR employs the concept of an active metamodel to provide a systematic approach for organizing data access methods and to coordinate their control. A metamodel is active in that, for each attribute of an object, there is an executable routine to compute the value of that attribute. MIRROR therefore extends the jTelos implementation by adding executable extensions to Telos objects. These extensions consist of a Java method for each attribute. For example, the user can declare a Java class WebDocument, and corresponding Telos simple classes are then automatically generated, checked for consistency with Telos semantics, and added to the repository. For example, if the University home page includes a new section (say Faculty and Sta ) a new class will be generated automatically. Similarly, the designer can include a Java method in WebDocument called hyperlinks() corresponding to the Telos attribute of the same name. This method can return an enumeration of Web artifact instances. It thus can populate its attribute and is called a \populator" method. This di erence stems from the separation of semantic concepts from purely syntactic relationships, which are captured by hyperlinks.
The information base
Let T = N be a discrete temporal domain, isomorphic to the natural numbers. t 2 T is a nondecomposable unit of time, whose granularity is application-dependent. T IB : T ! P(IB) is a time varying function, where P is the power set of IB. We can extend the relationships ; and 7 ! x to be time varying, where ; t stands for \a hyperlink to v j exists in v i at time t" and 7 ! t x stands for \v j is semantically related to v i at time t through x." Therefore: 8fv i ; v j g V W (t),hv i ; ;; v j i 2 E(t) () v i ; t v j , 8fv i ; v j g V C (t),hv i ; x; v j i 2 E(t) () v i 7 ! t x v j , and 8v i 2 V C (t); v j 2 V W (t),hv i ; ;; v j i 2 E(t) () v i 7 ! t WebAtrifacts v j . For simplicity's sake, the time varying notation is dropped whenever possible. Should the unique identication of time becomes necessary, the distinction will be made explicit.
Before studying the properties of IB, we rst provide a short discussion on Web information accessibility. Accessibility is a major concern for managing Web information. A Web artifact can be temporarily unavailable due to a server daemon problem, or can be permanently unavailable due to the deletion of the le. Therefore, a set of Web artifacts, V W (t), at a given time t 2 T can be further re ned into V A (t) V I (t), such that V A (t) is the set of all accessible Web artifacts at time t, and V I (t) is the set of all inaccessible Web artifacts at time t. V I (t), in turn, can be further re ned into two categories, based on the root of the artifact's inaccessibility problem. Therefore, we can specify the following two categories V I (t) = V P (t) V T (t). A Web artifact v w 2 V T (t) is temporarily inaccessible due to a network or a server daemon problem, identi ed by the message \There was no response. The server could be down or is not responding." It can also be temporarily inaccessible due to a DNS problem, identi ed by the message \The server does not have a DNS entry" (assuming the problem relates to a client's mapping problem), or due to other problems such as server overload or a stall condition. A Web artifact v w 2 V P (t) is permanently inaccessible due to accessibility problems that relate to the artifact itself. For example, a Web artifact can be inaccessible due to a naming problem (\File not found" or \404 not found") or due to security violation (\Forbidden"). We consider the former category (V T (t)) as representing transient problems either on the server side or on the client side. The latter category (V P (t)) is considered permanent, in the sense that it represents an ongoing accessibility problem with respect to the Web artifact.
Based on these de nitions we will say that an information base IB is weakly accessible at time t if for all v 2 V W (t), v 2 V A (t) V T (t). IB is said to be strongly accessible at time t if for all v 2 V W (t), v 2 V A (t).
It is readily seen that an information base that is strongly accessible at time t is also weakly accessible at t. Therefore, as long as an information base is weakly accessible, we can assume that in the long run, any of the Web artifacts in V W will become accessible, and therefore the existence of all of the Web artifacts as part of the information base is justi ed. Based on de nition 1, an information base is considered to be accurate i it is weakly accessible and a relationship between any two semantic concepts can be matched by a hyperlink between the concepts' related Web artifacts.
Querying the information model
We now provide two examples of querying the information model, which demonstrate the typical usage of the architecture. The rst (Section 2.4.1) is a query posed by a designer, while the second (Section 2.4.2) is an example of a query posed by an end-user.
Designer queries
Suppose that a designer is designing a domain model of the University of Toronto Web site, for internal use by the sta . Initially she requests a display of all of the concepts that can be generated from the University of Toronto home page and its hyperlinks. Assume that the home page of the University of Toronto is under consideration, then the query generates the concept \University of Toronto Home" (from the page's title). It also links the URL with the tentative domain concept. Also, for each labeled link in the page, the system adds an attribute to the domain concept, where the new attribute's label is initially the same as the label on the hyperlink. The system then generates a concept for the target Web artifact of the hyperlink (again using the page's title as the concept name). This concept becomes the value of the attribute. The URL of the target concept's page is stored the same way as the source page's URL.
The designer deletes the super uous concepts, e.g. links to pages that are only of transient interest, rather than ongoing concerns. 3 Assume that the designer wishes to eliminate all attributes but \Directories," \Academic Programs & Divisions," \Policies, Documents, Committees," and \Departments." Each of these attributes points to a corresponding concept: \University of Toronto: Contacts and Directories," \University of Toronto: Academic Programs & Divisions," \University of Toronto: Policies, Documents, Committees," and \University of Toronto: Departments." Next, the designer manually renames and re nes concepts, deletes irrelevant attributes, and edits attribute names generated from hyperlink labels, as desired.
Each new concept is placed within a schema requiring \abstract concepts" (classes) for each of the \concrete concepts" (instances) generated and re ned as discussed above. In Telos, the abstract concepts are metaclasses and the concrete concepts are simple classes. Therefore, the simple class \University of Toronto" instantiates the \University" metaclass, \UofT Admission" instantiates the \Admission" metaclass, etc. Telos terminology is concealed from the designer, adding \abstract concepts" as deemed necessary. The class level of the metamodel becomes particularly handy when associated concepts from di erent university Web sites are integrated into a uni ed domain model, using various fusion techniques.
End-user queries
For the second example, suppose the designer alluded to above rst prepares a domain model which captures the semantics of a corresponding set of related Web artifacts. Following this step, an end-user (in our example, a university sta member) can browse either the conceptual graph or the Web artifacts associated with any concept, returning to the conceptual graph at any time.
The end-user is initially presented with the domain model's root. In our example, this corresponds to the concept \University of Toronto." The URL for this page contains a query for the corresponding object. The query also indicates that it is an end-user's query. The same target object is retrieved from the repository as for the designer, but it only displays information that is relevant to an end-user.
The response to the query provides links that were deemed relevant by the designer. These links include hyperlinks from the concept to the associated Web artifact(s) it was derived from. Also, a link for each attribute of \University of Toronto" is provided. These links correspond to a reorganization of the links originally presented to the designer for the University of Toronto home page.
Consistency maintenance
The ever-changing environment of the Web poses serious challenges for repositories aimed at de ning a \global schema" of information over autonomous, distributed, and heterogeneous Web resources. A traditional design assumes the infrequent changes of metadata with respect to data modi cations and often leads to a rigid selection of data structures and programs that are heavily dependent on a speci c metadata structure 11]. However, in order to provide complete maintenance of Web-based information services, the following requirements need to be ful lled. Firstly, the domain model, consisting of the conceptual schema component of the information base, should be amenable to evolution without the need to modify the internals of browsing and querying tools. Secondly, any changes performed to the information base or any of the information sources should be propagated to other components of the overall system to ensure global consistency. For example, if a Web artifact is removed, so should its information base counterpart (and any reference to it).
The former requirement is ful lled through the adoption of the Telos object model, as discussed in section 2. Use of this model allows for changes to the conceptual schema of the information base without any need for recompilation. This section focuses on an architecture and supporting mechanisms for the latter fundamental requirement, namely change propagation. The adopted architecture is that of CoopWARE (Cooperation With Active Relationship Enforcement) 13], a generic integration architecture based on active database technology. Section 3.1 describes the CoopWARE architecture and how it can be used to integrate information from disparate information sources, as well as to manage changes. Section 3.2 focuses on change management for Web-based applications and how it can be addressed within the CoopWARE framework.
CoopWARE
CoopWARE is a generic integration architecture, which provides a exible and easy to use mechanism for supporting cooperative information systems through asynchronous communication and has been successfully tested in a reverse engineering environment 28]. Figure 1 demonstrates the general structure of the information services architecture of CoopWARE. It consists of several conceptual components (a conceptual component can extend beyond the boundaries of a single machine) that communicate through a coordinator. Each component contains zero or more structured, unstructured or semistructured data sources, and has an interface which de nes a set of services that can be executed by the component associated with the interface and a set of events: compact reliable occurrences that enable the ow of information regarding the state of the domain model. A coordinator contains an information schema, a rule mechanism (referred to as \Rule Set" and \Rule Engine" in Figure 1 ), and an interface.
An application in CoopWARE is built in four layers, as follows:
MetaClass: the metaclass layer describes the basic primitives of CoopWARE. This layer provides the semantic relationships between components (de ned as a ComponentClass), services (de ned as a ServiceClass), events (de ned as an EventClass) and rules (de ned as a RuleClass). Also, it consists of some additional useful features, e.g. the work ow of subservices within a service and the classi cation of events.
Designer toolkit: The metaclasses are instantiated into a designer toolkit, which provides a set of classes to be inherited by the application domain de nition. For example, services can be classi ed along two orthogonal dimensions, as follows. They can either be subservices or services, where in the latter case they are not utilized in the construction of other services. Also, services can either provide a termination status or not. If a service is of the latter type, the coordinator cannot rely on receiving a response from the service and therefore it cannot serve as a trigger for a rule. The designer toolkit provides all four combinations (services with termination status, services without termination status, subservices with termination status, and subservices without a termination status) by using multiple classi cation, as provided by Telos.
Application domain: At this layer, the designer provides the application domain, i.e. speci c components, services, events and rules by specializing classes that are available at the designer toolkit.
Application state: This layer supports the application state, e.g. speci c components that currently run, execution of services, noti cation of events, etc., through tokens (instances), by instantiating domain classes from the application domain layer.
There are two types of communication in this framework. The access to the Web is handled through Web protocols (e.g. HTTP) from within a Web querying tool (in this case WebSQL) or a browser. The local communication between various components of a CoopWARE application and the communication between users' client processes and the system are handled more generally. Non-Java components communicate through sockets. In CoopWARE, the communication between the coordinator and a component is handled using a request/response protocol, provided by TMB (Telos Message Bus), an extendible message server implemented in C++, on top of mbus, a public domain software that uses UNIX sockets. The Java components support the full range of network computing communication options (TCP/IP, CORBA, sockets, HTTP, RMI), since there are Java libraries or IDL support for all of these. A Java-based implementation of CoopWARE is being developed (using the jTelos API) which runs in a Java Virtual Machine. This process can be extended to support the range of communications options listed above. The HTTP support can also appear in a Java servlet version of CoopWARE, which can be run inside any commercial Web server supporting servlets.
The following section discusses in details the use of the CoopWARE architecture in handling change management of Web applications. Table 1 provides a partial de nition of the active maintenance component, written in the TELOS language, using the designer's toolkit of CoopWARE. WebMonitor is a component of the architecture that monitors a set of URLs given to it through the services AddToScope and RemoveFromScope. URLExpression can be a single URL or a compact de nition of a set of URLs (e.g. http://www.toronto.edu/*). The WebMonitor detects and informs the coordinator of an insertion, modi cation, removal, or relocation of artifacts within its scope. The detection process can be done by using a periodic polling or by having a proxy that detects these changes automatically, e.g. BackWeb 3]. Generally speaking, the former is more costly than the latter in terms of network tra c, yet when the scope of the search is localized (as is the case with an intranet) the bene ts of the latter are less obvious. Also, push technologies, as the one used in BackWeb, necessitates a proxy at the server's end to avoid network congestion. This is not always feasible, as the Web-based application management system has no control over the Web resources. In the case of a periodic polling, the polling rate determines the time granularity of the information base function. For example, if a polling is performed every 10 seconds, the nondecomposable time unit of the information base is 10 seconds. Therefore, if a Web artifact v w is accessible at a polling done at 10:00:00am then it is considered to be accessible throughout 10:00:10am. In addition, the WebMonitor veri es whether a Web artifact is part of the scope, extracts a state of a document given to it as a parameter, and identi es whether a Web artifact is accessible or not, and the cause of inaccessibility. The designer herself is treated as another component of the architecture, which o ers the services of both suggesting a domain concept and verifying an existing domain concept. These services result in the signalling of the DomainConceptIdenti ed and DomainConceptVeri ed events, respectively. The communication with the designer is asynchronous and can be handled either via email, or through the use of a worklist which prompts the designer whenever such a request is pending.
Change management of Web application
The ConceptEditor provides the capability of modifying the domain model as stored at the information base. As an example, Table 1 details the information regarding the IdentifyRelationships service which is provided by the ConceptEditor. IdentifyRelationships signals the ArtifactInsertion event whenever it comes across a linked artifact which is not reported at the information base. The detection of updates is accomplished through events. In this context, we support four major types of events, namely artifact insertion (given as an example in Table 1 ), document modi cation, artifact removal, and artifact relocation. These events are basically the result of new information that arrives at the WebMonitor from the Web artifacts within its scope. For example, the WebMonitor signals an artifact removal of an artifact v w as soon as v w becomes permanently inaccessible (i.e. 9t 2 T j8t 0 t; v w 2 V P (t 0 )). In addition, artifact insertion and artifact removal events can be the result of extending or curtailing the WebMonitor's scope. An event transfers parameters to be used by services. The rst three events pass a single parameter, the artifact's URL. The fourth event passes two parameters which correspond to the old and new URLs. It is worth noting that a modi cation of an artifact, which is not a document (i.e. an HTML le or an XML le) is not informed as an event, as no further processing can be performed to it.
The consequences of an event detection are captured in rules. A rule is a programming mechanism which is constructed of three segments, namely an event, a condition, and an action (ECA) 36]. The semantics of a rule are as follows: when an event ev occurs, conditions co 1 ; co 2 ; :::; co n are independently evaluated, wherein condition co i (1 i n) is part of a rule r i such that ev i = ev. If co i (1 i n) evaluates to true, then ac i is activated. CoopWARE has a well-de ned rule language (see 14] for the language's BNF) where an event consists of components' events, a condition is de ned as a boolean function of the system's state and an action is a sequence of services. At run-time, a rule is instantiated as a result of any of its events' instantiation. 4 The rule is executed if its condition is evaluated to true, which results in service instantiations. SR and EV annotate the sets of service instances and events instances, respectively, such that an instance is a pair hid, typei, where id is a unique system-wide identi er and type associates an instance with the appropriate service class or event class. CN is a set of condition instances of rules, such that an instance is a triplet hid, rule, outcomei, where id is a unique system-wide identi er, rule associates the condition with the appropriate rule class, and outcome is the result of the condition evaluation (either true or false). Whenever relating to a set of services, events or conditions, we use id(SR), id(EV ), and id(CN), respectively, to refer to their unique identi ers.
Whenever an artifact insertion event occurs, facts about the artifact's state are recorded in the information base. In case the artifact is a document, these facts include the document's HTML title and the links contained in the le (both their labels and target URLs). The designer is noti ed and a provisional domain concept corresponding to the HTML title of the document (or the artifact's name) is suggested to the designer by the system. This concept can be edited by the designer. For example, the initial concept assigned with \http://www.toronto.edu/index.html" is \University of Toronto Home Page," and is modi ed to be \University of Toronto." The concept is associated with the URL of the page to enable the retrieval Table 2 : The impact of services on the knowledge model of the artifact contents in response to a user query.
New semantic relationships are added to the domain model based on the hyperlinks in a new document. Therefore, the concept associated with the new Web document is related with any concept that represents a target Web artifact of a hyperlink. It is possible that one or more of the target artifacts are new artifacts as well, in which case an artifact insertion event is signalled for each of the new artifacts. All new artifacts are queued for initial examination by the designer. It is noteworthy that in lieu of adding a new concept, the designer may choose to supplement an already existing concept with information from the new Web artifact, performing a fusion operation 2]. The new extracted information is added to the existing concept and modi cations in the multiple artifacts associated with the concept are monitored with changes propagating to the unifying concept. It is also worth noting that hyperlinks link a single document to a single target Web artifact. Thus by default, concepts are related through 1-1 relationships. 1-n relationships are suggested by the system when a document is parsed and contains an HTML list of hyperlinks. By recognizing the \list" HTML markup, the system automatically suggests candidate 1-n relationships and an appropriate title is chosen for the new relationship. The list can be further partitioned into sublists and items can be deleted by the designer.
When a document modi cation event occurs, a new set of Web artifacts associated with the document is generated and compared to the existing one. Whenever possible, changes in the Web documents are propagated to concepts automatically. While some changes require manual intervention, this intervention is kept to a minimum. Therefore, previous design choices are reinforced. For example, links that are deleted can be propagated as 1-1 relationships that are removed from the corresponding concept, or values removed from 1-n relationships. If the document's title changes or there is a substantial change in the document's content, the designer is prompted to examine the previous and current state of the document to decide on the appropriate manual intervention.
A Web artifact removal event results in removing this artifact from its associated domain concept in the information base. Therefore, there may be domain concepts for which there is no longer an associated artifact. Any recorded hyperlink in other documents that point to the removed artifact are considered to be broken links, and therefore they are not re ected in the semantic domain model.
Finally, an artifact relocation results in updating the information base to include the new URL for each instance where the obsolescent URL was mentioned.
Appendix A provides a design of the change management component using CoopWARE. We next provide an example of three rules that support the artifact insertion scenario. The following rule sends a request to identify a domain concept. The request includes a default concept generated from the Web artifact: The execution of the rule is conditioned upon the Web artifact being part of the scope. This mechanism prevents an exponential processing of Web artifacts, as a result of adding artifacts to the information base due to hyperlinks. The action part of the rule consists of a sequence of services, whose impact on the information base is given in Table 2 .
The designer may choose to adopt the suggested concept or to provide an alternative concept. When such a concept is identi ed (see the two rules below), a new concept is added if needed, and the relationship information is added to the information base. The IdentifyRelationships service seeks the concept in the information base and is possibly suspended until the concept is added: IdentifyRelationships(URL, Concept) Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the three rules. The graph is automatically generated from the information base and the rule speci cation, using a modi ed version of GraphDraw 9] . This tool is used for the analysis of the execution ow of set of rules 12]. Events are depicted as triangles, conditions as diamonds, and services are depicted as circles. A single circled node represents an event or a service of the WebMonitor, a double circled node represents an event or a service of the Designer, and a triple circled node represents a condition or a service of the ConceptEditor. It is worth noting that the graph contains a cycle, in which the rst rule and the third rule are being executed alternately. A careful analysis shows that the number of iterations is limited to the size of the WebMonitor scope, and therefore the set of rules guarantees to terminate.
As a nal note, it is worth noting that the discussion in this section highlighted the capabilities of CoopWARE in maintaining the semantic consistency of the information base. CoopWARE's rules may also serve in maintaining syntactic consistency. For example, the concept model can re ect the weak accessibility of the information base, using the following mechanism. Whenever the WebMonitor detects a temporarily inaccessible Web artifact (i.e. for some t 2 T , v w 2 V T (t)), it can signal an event Inaccessible with the Web artifact as a parameter. The CoopWARE coordinator, upon receiving the information, would request the ConceptEditor to prevent a user from attempting to access the Web artifact as long as it is inaccessible. This can be materialized by marking the Web artifact as inaccessible in the information base. Therefore, while the conceptual model remains intact, some of the browsing capabilities are restricted. An Accessible event, signaled by the WebMonitor, would result in reversing the constraint imposed on the related Web artifact. 4 The transaction model In this section we devise a transaction model for the support of the proposed architecture. We start by examining six transaction types that are available in the architecture (Section 4.1). We discuss the applicability of ACID transactions to the architecture in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 provides the concurrency control mechanism which supports a correct execution of concurrent transactions in this framework.
It is not the intention of this section to introduce yet another transaction model but to show how to adopt existing concepts to our architecture. The main characteristic which prohibits the use of a conventional transaction model in this architecture is the existence of an independent system (the Web) which cannot be put under the auspices of the information base transaction manager, yet its independent activities in uence the information base through the semi-automatic propagation of Web artifact modi cations to the domain model. Therefore, we use a combination of a pessimistic approach (i.e. locking), which is most commonly utilized in centralized databases, and an optimistic approach (i.e. timestamp ordering 33]), which has been suggested for distributed databases. The former is useful in preventing redundant aborts during the update process of the information base. The latter enforces a retrieval query to abort whenever modi cations to con icting Web artifacts are identi ed (see Section 4.3 for details). Another di culty, which is a direct consequence of the characteristic noted above, is the incapability of recovering the information base by restoring its latest persistent state. This di culty, not handled in the literature to the best of our knowledge, is the result of the ever-changing environment of the Web which is re ected in the information base. Any change to Web artifacts in the WebMonitor scope makes a persistent state inaccurate, thus removing the conventional database \safety net" of resorting to the latest persistent state. This problem is handled in Section 4.2.1.
The use of rules and the involvement of the designer as the initiator of events indicate the existence of long running activities 7]. Advanced transaction models, e.g., Nested transactions 26] and Split transactions 31], provide various mechanisms for minimizing the impact of vast and prolonged lockings in databases; therefore, these transaction models allow for the increase in the parallel execution of long running activities. Unfortunately, these models become far less e ective whenever the persistent database state is no longer valid and, therefore, when any access to that data cannot bene t the user. In the proposed architecture, the rules serve as an alternative mechanism for enhancing concurrent execution. For example, rules r 2 -r 5 (see appendix A) are processed in parallel as soon as the designer identi es the concept to associate with the inserted Web artifact. To eliminate redundant repetition of activities, which might result from the lack of concurrency control among rules, we introduce the notion of a transaction log in the next section.
Transaction management
Before discussing the applicability of ACID transactions to the proposed architecture, the various activities within the architecture are examined more closely. It is readily seen that sets of services are related through generated events and executed rules, which provide a natural division of the activities. We rst de ne a transaction log, followed by a division of the architecture's activities into six logical units of work.
De nition 2 A transaction log: Let tr be a transaction. A transaction log LG(tr) = (V; E) is a directed acyclic graph such that: A transaction log documents the activities within a single transaction. It assists the transaction manager in identifying the termination of transaction activities and in reducing the number of redundant activities. In particular, due to the parallel execution of rules, it is possible that multiple events will be signaled as a result of a single occurrence, and therefore should not be processed independently. For example, as a result of the IdentifyRelationships service, an ArtifactInsertion of a Web artifact v w event is possibly generated, whenever the service cannot locate v w in the repository. The ArtifactInsertion event can be repeated several times for v w whenever several instances of IdentifyRelationships are executed concurrently. Once the transaction manager identi es such a repetition (using the transaction log), it makes sure that only a single instance of rule r 1 is generated for v w . The transaction log would re ect this scenario by having multiple ingoing edges from services instances into the same event instance. Also, if v i 2 id(CN) and a condition c i = hv i , rule, falsei, then v i is a leaf in the transaction graph. This information, among other things, is utilized by the transaction manager to identify the termination of a transaction. It is worth noting that the transaction log cannot assist in restoring a consistent state since it cannot be utilized to retract any modi cations to the Web artifacts, which are beyond the control of the transaction manager.
V = id(SR) id(EV ) id(CN
We now provide six logical units of work within the architecture. Each of these logical units can be de ned as a single transaction. The analysis of the architecture is based on the inter-relationships among the activities described in Section 3.2. The inter-relationships are easily identi ed through a visual representation of the rule set. For example, the inter-relationships among the three rules in Figure 2 suggest that they are part of a single transaction, as demonstrated below.
Artifact(s) addition -involves the required activities in adding a new artifact to the scope of the WebMonitor, including the identi cation of its associated semantic concept and the relationships it is involved in. This unit of work involves the AddToScope service followed by the processing of rules r 1 -r 5 (see appendix A). Each new artifact in the extended scope results in activating rule r 1 , followed by a single SuggestDomainConcept service request. An instance of any of the rules r 2 -r 5 is triggered in response to the DomainConceptIdenti ed event. Therefore, if the parameter of the AddToScope service consists of n Web artifacts, out of which m are new to the scope, there will be m instances of each of the rules r 1 -r 5 in the transaction log. The transaction manager is informed whenever AddToScope is successfully completed, and therefore the number of new Web artifacts is available to it 5 at that time. The transaction is completed once each of the 5m rules' instances is either fully executed or cannot be executed since its precondition is not satis ed.
Artifact(s) removal -involves the required activities in removing an artifact from the scope of the WebMonitor, including disassociating it from semantic concepts and removing it from all relationships it is currently involved in. This unit of work involves the RemoveFromScope service followed by the processing of rule r 9 . Each removed artifact results in activating rule r 9 . Therefore, if the parameter of the RemoveFromScope service consists of n Web artifacts, there are n instances of rule r 9 as part of the transaction. The transaction manager is informed whenever RemoveFromScope is successfully completed, and therefore the number of r 9 instances is available to it at that time. The transaction is completed once each of the n rule's instances is fully executed.
Artifact insertion -involves the required activities that result from the detection of an artifact insertion to the scope of the WebMonitor. The artifact insertion unit of work is similar in many respects to the artifact addition, yet its origin is di erent. While the latter is triggered by expanding the scope of the WebMonitor, the former is triggered by the addition of an artifact to the already existing scope. This unit of work involves the triggering of rules r 1 -r 5 . As part of the processing of rule r 3 , additional ArtifactInsertion events can be generated. However, by the time all of the IdentifyRelationships involved in the transaction are terminated, the number of instances of rule r 1 , and therefore the number of DomainConceptIdenti ed events is known to the transaction manager. Once all of the rules triggered by DomainConceptIdenti ed events have completed processing, the transaction is completed. Document modi cation -involves the required activities that result from the detection of a document modi cation, including the veri cation of the existing association with a semantic concept and the veri cation of existing relationships in which the artifact is involved. This unit of work involves a single instance of each of the rules r 6 and r 7 (although only one of them would be executed, due to the mutually exclusive conditions). In case r 6 is the rule to be executed, an instance of each of the rules r 4 and r 5 is also part of the transaction. Whenever a service encounters a non-existing Web artifact, the process of inserting this artifact is executed, given that the new artifact is indeed part of the scope. By the time the UpdateRelationships service is terminated, the number of instances of rule r 1 , and therefore the number of DomainConceptIdenti ed events is known to the transaction manager. Once all of the rules triggered by the DomainConceptIdenti ed events have completed processing, as well as the instances of r 4 -r 7 , the transaction is completed.
Artifact deletion -involves the required activities resulting from the detection of an artifact?s removal, including its disassociation from semantic concepts and its removal from all relationships in which it is currently involved. The artifact deletion unit of work is similar in many respects to the artifact removal, yet its origin is di erent. While the latter is triggered by curtailing the scope of the WebMonitor, the former is triggered by the removal of an artifact from the already existing scope. This unit of work involves a single instance of rule r 9 . Therefore, the transaction is completed once the services of r 9 are completed.
Artifact relocation involves the required activities as a result of the detection of an artifact relocation, including updating all the references to the artifact. This unit of work involves a single instance of rule r 10 . Therefore, the transaction is completed once the Disassociate service is completed.
We partition the six transaction types into two sets, the rst includes the artifact(s) addition and the artifact(s) removal transactions and the second consists of the other four transactions. The former set is termed scope transactions of Web artifacts v 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v k and the latter set is termed repository update transactions of Web artifacts v 1 ; v 2 (v 2 is required only in the case of artifact relocation). A third set of transactions, termed user retrieval transactions of Web artifacts v 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v m , involves the retrieval requests made by a user. It is worth noting that due to autonomous updates of Web artifacts, the updates cannot be de ned as part of any scope transaction. Therefore, we assume the existence of a fourth transaction set, artifact update transactions of a Web artifact v, which involves the update of a single Web artifact v.
The rules' execution is associated with a speci c transaction, based on a unique identi cation of messages among the components and the coordinator. For example, using the TMB protocol the request message requests a service, and the response message provides information about the conclusion of the service. 6 The request and the response messages are matched based on a TMB unique identi er, which allows the coordinator to associate services and events with a speci c transaction. This information, in turn, is available to the transaction manager in building the transaction log.
ACID transactions
The next two sections discuss the applicability of ACID transactions to our architecture. In what follows we discuss atomicity and consistency, while isolation is discussed in the next section. We refrain from discussing recovery issues and durability in this paper.
Atomicity
In Section 4.1, transactions were partitioned into four types, namely scope transactions, repository update transactions, user retrieval transactions, and artifact update transactions based on their origin. Scope transactions and user retrieval transactions can be handled as conventional atomic database transactions, and therefore a failure of the transaction restores the previous system's state to maintain atomicity. Artifact update transactions are not managed by the architecture transaction management, and their impact is visible only through the events as provided by the WebMonitor. A repository update transaction cannot abort in the conventional database sense, since the Web artifact modi cation is not within the system's control and cannot be reversed. Therefore, a failure of any activity in a repository update transaction cannot result in the restoration of the previous permanent state, since some of the relationships and concepts may not be represented correctly once the Web artifact has changed. Therefore, there are two possible protocols of handling a failure of a repository update transaction, as follows.
Redo protocol: The redo protocol rst undoes any updates performed by the failing transaction and prevents, to the extent possible, any retrieval of concepts and artifacts within the scope of the transaction (by locking, if such a mechanism is enforced). The transaction is issued again at a later time. The redo protocol is useful in situations where the failure of the transaction is due to transient inaccessibility problem (i.e. V T type). According to the redo protocol the transaction manager, through the WebMonitor, polls the accessibility of the relevant Web artifacts and issues the transaction whenever accessibility is restored.
Void protocol: The void protocol considers the transaction to be non-executable and therefore issues a ). Therefore, the modi ed information base voids any reference to the Web artifact. It is worth noting that while tr void (v w ) basically performs a RemoveFromScope service, its failure may result in an inaccurate information base, and therefore should be attempted (using the redo protocol) until success.
A hybrid of both protocols is possible, where based on the inaccessibility type or by using a time-out mechanism, a decision whether a redo protocol should be replaced by a void protocol is taken.
Consistency
As a metric of consistency, we use the information base accuracy, as de ned in Section 2. The following theorem ensures the consistency property in our architecture.
Theorem 1 Let IB = (V; E) be an accurate information base and tr be a transaction applied to IB. Execution of tr in isolation results in an accurate information base IB 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ).
Theorem 1 ensures that a transaction performed on an accurate information base results in an accurate information base. Therefore, most user queries (with the exception of a median transaction, see Section 4.3) are performed on an accurate information base, i.e. all Web artifacts are weakly accessible and the semantic model is supported by the underlying organization of the Web site.
The proof of Theorem 1 is simple, yet tedious. Therefore, we defer it to the appendix. The proof considers each of the transaction types to ensure that the impact on the information base (as provided in Table 2 ) restores accuracy as a response to the corresponding events.
It is worth noting that the information base accuracy is de ned with respect to the underlying Web site. However, in some cases, the designer wishes to extend the semantic model by adding, for example, links that are not supported by the Web site hyperlinks (as is done in Microcosm 25] for example). This extension to our model can be easily attained by allowing user-de ned semantic links, which will not be considered as part of the accuracy checking mechanism, that would allow the user to extend the semantic model based on her own preferences.
Concurrency control
In this section we present a concurrency control mechanism for accessing the information base. We de ne ve types of primitive operations: A schedule S = ho 1 ; o 2 :::i is de ned as a sequence of primitive operations. In what follows we use the following notation. o i < o j stands for \o i was executed before o j ." We assume a single thread transaction processing; therefore < constitutes a complete order. It is worth noting that for a Web artifact v w , W(v w ) can be identi ed from the corresponding le's time stamp (Last Updated in the server's header), as long as the translation of v w 's server time to the local time is available. Let tr be a transaction; ftrg S i S consists of tr's operations. If S is a serial schedule, and tr 1 , tr 2 are two transactions such that ftr 1 ; tr 2 g S then the statement tr 1 < tr 2 stands for \all operations of tr 1 were executed before all operations of tr 2 ." Finally, given a serial schedule S and two transactions tr 1 , tr 2 such that ftr 1 ; tr 2 g S, a transaction tr 1 is the closest successor of type x of tr 2 i tr 1 < tr 2 and there is no transaction ftr 3 g S, such that tr 1 < tr 3 < tr 2 and tr 3 is of type x. x stands for a scope transaction, a repository update transaction, a user retrieval transaction, or an artifact update transaction with some node v. The notion of the closest successor can be extended to any schedule (not necessarily serial) where tr 1 < tr 2 is interpreted as \tr 1 De nition 3 provides the conditions for a schedule correctness. In addition to the serializability condition, a schedule in this framework requires that no retrieval of a Web artifact v will be performed as long as the information base is not accurate with respect to v.
From the second condition in De nition 3 it becomes evident that conventional mechanisms for ensuring the correctness of schedules may fail in doing so in this framework. Indeed, 2PL does not necessarily guarantee a correct schedule. For example, consider a conventional locking mechanism in which a Read lock is shareable and a Write lock is exclusive. Consider further three transaction, tr 1 ; tr 2 and tr 3 , such that tr 1 is an artifact update transaction with a parameter v w , tr 2 is a user retrieval transaction of a concept v c , and tr 3 is a repository update transaction, triggered by an event ArtifactModi cation(v w ). Finally, assume that v c 7 ! WebAtrifacts v w 2 E. Let H be the following history:
It is worth noting that transaction tr 1 is performed outside the architecture scope; therefore it is not committed to the architecture locking mechanism. Transactions tr 2 and tr 3 both obey the 2PL protocol and the compatibility rules of the Read/Write locks. The only equivalent serialized schedule is tr 1 tr 2 tr 3 . However, this schedule contradicts the second condition of correctness of De nition 3.
The correctness of this schedule can be resolved by using a strict 2PL, where a Write lock, issued by tr 3 , will force tr 2 to execute only once tr 3 is done updating the repository. However, a strict 2PL cannot be practically enforced in this framework, since not all of the accessed items are known in advance. For example, as a result of an ArtifactInsertion event, the designer is requested to provide a concept to be associated with the newly inserted Web artifact. This concept is not known in advance and, therefore, cannot be locked at the beginning of the transaction. Also, even strict 2PL cannot prevent the establishment of a Read lock by tr 2 , as shown in the following history example:
In this example, tr 2 establishes a Read lock, before the WebMonitor traces the modi cations made to the Web artifact v w . In order to establish the appropriate mechanism for ensuring correct concurrency control, we now provide two more de nitions.
De nition 4 A median transaction: Let De nition 4 identi es a user retrieval transaction which accesses a con icting artifact between the time a change has occurred to a Web artifact and the time it was noti ed by the WebMonitor. The weak correctness as provided in De nition 5 relaxes the correctness criteria as de ned previously in De nition 3, to exclude median transactions. It is noteworthy that while median transactions access an inconsistent information base, they cannot be prevented altogether since update transactions are performed independently of any local concurrency control mechanism.
We extend the common two locking categories to consist of three categories, namely, shareable, exclusive, and abortive. A shareable lock L(v) is a lock that allows for other locks of v to be acquired before L(v) is unlocked. An exclusive lock L(v) is a lock that prohibits the acquisition of other locks for v before L(v) is unlocked. An abortive lock is a lock that causes the failure of existing transactions that already hold a lock of v. The following compatibility table partitions the read and write locks of both repository update and user retrieval transactions, based on the above categorization. Transaction tr 1 issues a lock before transaction tr 2 . The relationships between two repository update transactions correspond to the conventional interpretation of read/write locking. However, a read lock of a repository update is considered exclusive for any read lock of a user retrieval transaction. Also, a read lock acquired by a user retrieval transaction results in aborting tr 1 should a repository update transaction acquire a con icting lock. In practical terms, aborting a user retrieval transaction entails a noti cation to the user that the requested portion of the concept model is being revised and would become available once it is aligned with the underlying Web site.
The concurrency control protocol follows the categorization of locks as provided above along with the following two concurrency rules: 2PL: Each transaction (except artifact update transactions) follows the 2PL protocol. RL of user retrieval transactions: Read locks for repository update transactions are acquired immediately before the relevant read operation.
Any activity besides a read lock of a repository update transaction, e.g. write lock of a repository update transaction or the locking of a scope transaction, is constrained only by the 2PL protocol. The following theorem ensures that any legal schedule, i.e. a schedule that follows the concurrency control protocol is a weakly correct schedule.
Theorem 2 Let S be a schedule. If all transactions in S follow the concurrency control protocol then S is weakly correct.
The proof of the theorem is deferred to the appendix. It is based on the assumption devised in the categorization table that if a user retrieval transaction is not a median transaction, then it would abort as soon as a repository update transaction requests a con icting lock. It is worth noting that in order for a schedule to be weakly correct, the enforcement of the locks categorization and the 2PL protocol are su cient conditions. The latter rule is added to prevent redundant abort operations. Its aim is to allow any information of an artifact's update to delay a user retrieval transaction execution (by allowing a repository update transaction to acquire a read/write lock) rather than aborting it (in the case where a repository update transaction acquires a con icting read/write lock).
We conclude this section with a discussion of the isolation property of the transactions in our architecture. The isolation property of an ACID transaction states that each transaction assumes it is executed alone. Any intermediate transaction results are not available to other concurrently executed transactions. The conventional interpretation of this property is that as long as the transaction is not committed to the database, any retrieval operation would not re ect the transaction's activity. A straightforward implementation of this property in our architecture, e.g. by using serializability as the sole correctness criteria, may result in an inaccurate retrieval result. For example, assume that while an artifact deletion transaction regarding a Web artifact v w is being executed, a user retrieval query which involves the relationship hv c ;name; v w i is submitted. The user should not be directed to the Web artifact v w , which no longer exists. Consequently, as soon as a repository update transaction identi es a modi ed page, all relationships that involve the page in question should become unavailable for retrieval until the transaction is completed (using either exclusive or abortive locks).
A nal word on scope transactions: they do not interact with the user retrieval transaction the same way as repository update transactions do. The reason for that being the fact that scope transactions are initiated by the designer without any previous Web site updates. Therefore, they can be forced to wait until a user retrieval transaction has released a lock for the Web artifact in question, resulting is serializing the user retrieval transaction before the scope transaction.
Related work
Several works in this area, e.g. WebSQL 24] and Microcosm 25], utilize the structure of the Web for generating information services. WebSQL is an SQL-like query language that allows the use of Web concepts (e.g. hyperlinks and URLs) as part of its syntax. Microcosm is a link manager that allows the user to add links among Web artifacts without modifying the Web artifacts themselves. Neither model provides the essential mechanisms to overcome the gap between structural (syntactic) interoperability and semantic interoperability. The latter cannot be attained by embedding Web concepts in a query language or by extending the exibility of structural mechanisms, but rather it should consist of a domain model that provides a transparent manipulation of the Web. In addition, link managers lack the active capabilities of the proposed architecture where a semi-automatic mechanism maintains the additional link layer consistent with the content of the underlying Web resource.
Some attempts in related areas (e.g. 1]) to provide \semantic coating" to at les bypass the maintenance problem by generating a virtual database schema that is materialized only at retrieval time. However, the need for a designer intervention, and the shaky availability of Web resources 7 cannot guarantee real-time processing to provide the required semantic model. Several research and commercial products, e.g. Ptolomaeus 30] and HotSuite 15] , provide the capability of generating a Web site map upon request. These tools do not provide semantic capabilities and therefore lack the domain aspect of the proposed architecture. Also, once constructed, the site-map remains static unless a re-mapping is sought by the user, while the proposed model provides a reactive propagation of Web modi cations to the semantic level. Moreover, the management tools (e.g. concurrency control) provided in this paper reduce the occurrence of errors common to the Web environment, e.g. the attempt of browsing a non-accessible page, without the need for control over the Web resources. WAG 5] , 34] allows the user to query the Web, rather than to browse it; therefore, this approach provides a transparent layer for Web-based information services. Nevertheless, WAG is passive and does not provide any mechanism for propagating Web changes to the domain model, and therefore it falls into the same category as site-map generators.
Database transaction models may be applied on the server's end by using databases, either as the data source itself, or as a mechanism to manage the Web resource (a similar purpose with di erent means, as DOM and XML). As an example of the former, one may consider Web-based APIs to a database (e.g. the w3-msql CGI script for interfacing mSQL databases 35]). Several examples of the latter also exist, including Hyper-G and Strudel. Hyper-G, along with its authoring tool Hyperwave 22] , is a framework for collaborative development of Web applications. It allows a cleaner design and implementation of Web applications through the use of a database that maintains consistency among various Web resources. A similar approach, although more database-oriented, was taken in the Strudel research project 10]. Strudel supports declarative speci cation of a Web site's content and structure and automatically generates a browsable Web site from a speci cation. However, the service of either Hyper-G or Strudel is rather limited, as some stringent requirements should be ful lled for their successful deployment. These requirements include the collaboration of the participating applications, and in the case of Hyper-G, the use of it for all system components. Obviously, this approach is highly limited in scope under the Web's current state of a airs. In contrast, by virtue of its nature, our proposed architecture allows for the Web resources independence while supporting consistency where possible. Therefore, the proposed architecture is not limited to a prede ned subset of the Web resources, and allows exible extension and retraction of the scope in question. Moreover, while Hyper-G provides a transaction mechanism for performing activities on the server's end, the transaction model does not respect transaction-less Web resources.
A nal note is in order regarding concurrency control in this framework. The main characteristic which precludes the use of a conventional transaction model in this architecture is the existence of an independent system (the Web) which cannot be put under the auspices of the information base transaction manager, yet its independent activities in uence the information base through the semi-automatic propagation of Web artifact modi cations to the semantic model. Accounts of such systems cannot be found within the existing database research and therefore we provide an alternative transaction model (Section 4), which takes into account this characteristic.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a Web-based application management system as a generic architecture o ering speci c functionalities for managing Web-based applications and coping with semantic diversity among its information sources. These functionalities include facilities for building, in a bottom-up fashion, a domain model of the information contained in the application's Web sites, basic syntactic integrity enforcement mechanisms, as well as a transaction model speci cally tailored to Web-based transaction processing. A Web-based application management system, unlike a DBMS, assumes no control over the underlying data sources, nor can it assume the availability of any transaction capabilities (e.g. ready-to-commit) in these data sources. Therefore, its control concentrates on the domain model, keeping it consistent to the degree possible, with the underlying Web application.
An ongoing collaboration at the University of Toronto and at Rutgers University focuses on the implementation of the various components of the system as a proof of concept. For this implementation, CoopWARE serves as the coordination tool, MIRROR 18] as the concept editor and WebSQL 24] as the basis for the WebMonitor. A primitive Web-based navigation tool allows queries of the type demonstrated in Section 2.4, however a full edged GUI interface is yet to be built.
This work constitutes only a beginning in establishing a framework for Web-based application management. E cient algorithms need to be devised for syntactic consistency enforcement. Also, performance analysis is required to study the parameters which a ect performance of Web-based applications. Lastly, our proposal needs to be evaluated with real Web-based applications to study the amount of e ort required in order to develop these applications. After all, generic tools of any sort are useless, unless if they substantially reduce the amount of e ort required to build and manage software. A Application maintenance using CoopWARE rules Table 3 provides the set of rules for maintaining the accuracy of the information model. Rules r 1 -r 5 handle the artifact insertion scenario. Rule r 1 sends a request to identify a domain concept. The request includes a default concept generated from the Web artifact. The designer may choose to adopt the suggested concept or to provide an alternative concept. When such a concept is identi ed (see the event of r 2 -r 5 ), a new concept is added if needed, the concept is associated with the URL and the relationship information, generated from the Web artifact (if it is a document) and edited by the designer, is added to the repository. The Associate service and the IdentifyRelationships service seek the concept in the repository and is possibly suspended until the concept is added to the repository.
Rules r 4 -r 8 provide the required activities in case of a document modi cation. Rule r 6 handles a situation where a major modi cation to a document (either in the document's title or in terms of a distance metric) is detected. In this case, the designer is prompted to identify the concept the modi ed document is now Table 3 : Domain model maintenance rules associated with. Therefore, the concept related with the modi ed document is retrieved (using the FindConcept service) followed by the disassociation of the concept from the URL and a request for the designer intervention to decide on the accuracy of the association with respect to the modi ed document. Rule r 7 is executed whenever a minor modi cation to a document is detected. In this case the new state of the document is recorded and relationships are updated based on a comparison of the previous state with the current one. Rule r 8 is executed once a domain concept is veri ed and its execution ow is similar to that of r 7 . Rule r 1 is triggered in case a new artifact insertion is detected during the modi cation process.
Artifact removal is handled in Rule r 9 . The associated concept is retrieved and disassociated from the Web artifact, along with all relationships in which the removed artifact is involved. Finally, Rule r 10 handles an artifact relocation by updating the association and the relationships to be consistent with the current artifact location. Let tr(v w ) be a transaction applied to IB. The proof relates to each of the six transaction types separately.
B Proofs of theorems
Due to space limitations, we introduce the proof for two of the six types. The proof for the other four types is similar:
Artifact deletion: Let v w be the deleted Web artifact. Table 2 and Rule r 9 in Table 3= ) v w is the only a ected Web artifact.
Assume that the resulting information base IB 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) is not accurate. (5) suggests that IB(t) is not weakly accessible=) IB is not accurate, which is a contradiction.
As for v = v 0 w , since the only change to the artifact v w was its URL, while its accessibility remained the same, statement (5) suggests that IB(t) is not weakly accessible=) IB is not accurate, which is a contradiction.
As for statement (6) - (8) Proof: Let S be a schedule. Assume that all transactions in S follow the concurrency control protocol yet S is not weakly correct.
Due to the 2PL rule, S is serializable. Therefore, for any equivalent schedule S 0 exists ftr i ; tr j ; tr k g S 0 such that: tr i < tr j < tr k and tr i is a artifact update transaction with v and tr j is tr i 's closest successor user retrieval transaction with v and tr j is not a median transaction w.r.t. v and tr k is tr j 's closest repository update transaction with v.
tr j is not a median transaction. Therefore, tr k acquires a lock on v before tr j released a lock on v. However, if this is case, then tr j aborts and therefore S 0 is not equivalent to S, which is a contradiction. =)If all transactions in S follow the concurrency control protocol then S is weakly correct.2
